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A BSTRACT
In this paper, a simple and efficient solution for combining shearwarp volume rendering and the hardware graphics pipeline is presented. The approach applies an inverse warp transformation to
the Z-Buffer, containing the rendered geometry. This information
is used for correctly combining geometry and volume data during
compositing. We present applications of this concept which include hybrid volume rendering, i.e., concurrent rendering of polygonal objects and volume data, and volume clipping on convex clipping regions. Furthermore, it can be used to efficiently define regions with different rendering modes and transfer functions for focus+context volume rendering. Empirical results show that the approach has minimal impact on performance.
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I NTRODUCTION

Shear-Warp factorization [6] is generally considered to be one of
the most efficient methods for software-based volume rendering. It
has proven to achieve interactive frame-rates comparable to methods that exploit hardware acceleration, but still maintains the flexibility of a software solution. Images created with this algorithm
are usually rendered as billboard textures with graphic APIs such
as OpenGL [17].
However, a problem arises when it is desired to integrate shearwarp volume rendering with conventional geometry rendering.
When polygons intersect the volume, the ”flat” nature of the texture becomes visible, which is disturbing and partly destroys the
three-dimensional impression. Moreover, augmenting the volume
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with text, markers, etc. as it is often useful in medical applications,
is limited.
In volume visualization, compositing is commonly used to
model emission and absorption effects [9]. This discrete approximation accumulates color contributions (emission) which are
weightened by translucency (absorption). Compositing allows to
simultaneously visualize surfaces and interior structures. For combining geometry and volume rendering, emission and absorption
effects of the geometry have to be considered during this process.
In this paper we describe a method to produce correct renderings
of intersected volume data and opaque geometry through a simple
modification of the shear-warp algorithm. We also show that our
approach can be used to perform volume clipping. Additionally,
a focus+context volume rendering approach can be realized using
this method.
In Section 2, we describe other approaches that have been presented for concurrent rendering of geometry and volume data. Section 3 describes the inverse warp transformation, which is the basis
for the applications discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we present
the results and discuss the performance of our method. Finally, this
paper is concluded in Section 6.

2

R ELATED WORK

Much work has been done on rendering geometry and volume data
concurrently. The main problem that has to be considered is the
difference in representation. While volume data is a set of samples, geometry data is analytically defined. Volume data is usually
represented on a three-dimensional grid. Geometry data is a set
of analytically defined surfaces. In real-time rendering these are
polygonal meshes.
One idea is to convert polygon and volume data into a common
representation. Algorithms such as Marching Cubes [8], extract
surfaces from volume data. These surfaces can then be rendered
together with the geometry, using the graphic hardware’s Z-Buffer
to ensure correct visibility. However, since only surfaces are extracted, a lot of information is lost during this process.
The process of converting geometry into volume data is referred
to as voxelization [14]. This approach does not have the problem

that large amounts of information are lost. However, since applications use a huge number of polygons, it can be very time-consuming
when done in software.
The drawbacks of these approaches have lead to algorithms that
simultaneously operate on geometry data and volume data [7, 4].
They combine rasterization of the geometry and volume rendering
to produce a hybrid rendering.
Lacroute and Levoy [6] introduced shear-warp factorization, an
efficient volume rendering algorithm. In his thesis [5], Lacroute
suggested a hybrid algorithm that simultaneously performs compositing and rasterization for each scanline. However, this software approach cannot compete with the rasterization capabilities of
modern graphics hardware, available in every standard PC. Furthermore, it cannot be integrated with standard graphics APIs.
In the work by Zakaria and Zaman [18] and Schmidt et al. [12]
the geometry is rasterized into sheared-object space (this means
that the shear transformation of the shear-warp algorithm is applied
to the geometry). The color and Z-Buffer established during rasterization are then used in compositing to account for geometry contributions to the rendering. Finally, the two-dimensional warp is applied to the intermediate image. The rasterization can be performed
using graphics hardware, by rendering the intersecting geometry
into a non-visible buffer and reading out the color and Z-Buffer.
While these approaches exploit the graphics hardware for rasterization, existing systems need some modifications for using them.
Intersecting objects have to be determined and excluded from the
normal rendering process. For a large number of objects, this might
require to perform intersection tests for all objects or the introduction of advanced spacial data structures.
Our method does not suffer from these drawbacks, making it
more applicable for integration into existing systems. All geometry is rendered first. Then the region of the hardware’s Z-Buffer
corresponding to the projection area of the volume is read out. An
inverse warp is applied to this partial Z-Buffer, to transform it into
sheared-object space. As suggested by Schulze et al [13], this inversely warped Z-Buffer is used to determine intersecting geometry.

3

M ETHOD OVERVIEW

In this section, we describe the basics of our method for hybrid
shear-warp volume rendering. First, we introduce the terminology
of the shear-warp factorization. We then describe the inverse warp
transformation of the Z-Buffer, which allows to integrate geometry
into the volume rendering algorithm.

3.1 Shear-Warp Factorization
The basic idea of shear-warp factorization [5, 6] is that the view
matrix is factorized into a shear and a warp matrix. Also a permutation according to the principal viewing axis is involved, but for
simplicity we will disregard it here.
Applying the shear transformation to the volume means transforming each volume slice in a way, so that all viewing rays are
parallel to the principal viewing axis. The coordinate system defined by this property is called sheared-object space. For parallel
projections, this means a translation of every volume slice. For perspective projections, each slice has to be scaled as well. Since all
viewing rays are parallel to the principal viewing axis in shearedobject space, the algorithm can process the volume in a slice-byslice, scanline-by-scanline manner, compositing into a so-called intermediate image. This allows cache-efficient access to the volume
data and is the basis for several high-level optimizations [5, 6, 10].
After compositing has taken place, a warp is performed which
transforms the intermediate image to the final image. However,

// Input:
//
// Output:

M
(transformation matrix)
source
(source image)
destination (destination image)

for y = [0 .. destination.height-1]
{
for x = [0 .. destination.width-1]
{
t = Mˆ(-1) * (x,y)
destination[x][y] = source[t.x][t.y]
}
}

Listing 1: Two-dimensional backward-mapped warp

since the intermediate image contains color information, only the
two-dimensional part of this transformation has to be considered.

3.2 Inverse Warp Transformation
Today’s graphics hardware uses the Z-Buffer algorithm [15] for displaying polygons with correct visibility. In general, for each fragment (a rasterized portion of a polygon, attributed with location,
color, etc.), the fragment is only written into the frame buffer if its
distance to the image plane is lower than the distance stored in the
Z-Buffer. If this is the case, the fragment’s depth value is written
into the Z-Buffer, overwriting the old value at that location. Graphic
APIs, such as OpenGL [17], allow to read out the graphic card’s ZBuffer into main memory. The Z-Buffer established when rendering geometry can be used within the volume rendering algorithm
to perform several operations, such as hybrid volume rendering or
clipping (see Section 4).
For using the information provided by the Z-Buffer during the
compositing phase of the shear-warp algorithm, it has to be transformed into sheared-object space. This can be accomplished by
using the inverse warp transformation. However, in contrast to the
warp of the intermediate image, a two-dimensional transformation
is not sufficient.
One can interpret the Z-Buffer as a set of point samples of the
scene geometry. The x and y coordinates of a sample point are
implicitly defined by its location in the buffer, whilst the z coordinate is stored in the buffer itself. Performing just a two-dimensional
warp would only cause a two-dimensional translation of each point,
rather than correctly transforming it. In the remainder, we will refer to the actual Z-Buffer as source and to the result of the inverse
warp as destination, treating both as images containing depth values. This highlights the difference between a two-dimensional and
a three-dimensional warp and suggests an implementation.
Common methods for image warping use backward-mapping.
In backward-mapped warping, the destination pixels are inversely
mapped to the source image and sampled accordingly, as depicted
in Listing 1. However, since we need the depth value at each sample
location in order to compute the transformation, backward-mapping
cannot be used. Instead, we use a forward-mapping algorithm [1]
as depicted in Listing 2.
This causes some problems. The inverse warp is performed on a
discrete set of samples. Thus, proper reconstruction has to be done.
We use a rectangular footprint, scaled according to the ratio of the
dimensions of the volume’s projection on the image plane and the
dimensions of the intermediate image. For perspective projection,
the footprint is scaled according to the depth value as well. This
ensures that no holes occur in the transformed image. Though this
is a rather coarse approximation, it has proven to provide sufficient
quality.
Yet another problem remains: Several source locations can map

// Input:
//
// Output:

M
(transformation matrix)
source
(source image)
destination (destination image)

for y = [0 .. source.height-1]
{
for x = [0 .. source.width-1]
{
t = M * (x,y,source[x][y])
destination[t.x][t.y] = t.z
}
}

Listing 2: Three-dimensional forward-mapped warp

Z-Buffer

final image

Figure 2: An example of hybrid volume rendering
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Figure 1: Integration of geometry and volume rendering using the
inverse warp transformation

to the same destination location. When not handled correctly, this
introduces very disturbing visibility errors. We therefore use a minimum operator to combine destination values and source values (the
destination is initialized with infinity). This corresponds to the ZBuffer algorithm - the value closest to the viewer is chosen.
The result of the inverse warp is a depth map in sheared-object
space coordinates of the same size as the intermediate image.
Therefore, finding the depth value for a sample location can be accomplished by looking up the depth map’s value using the current
indices for the intermediate image. Negative values in this map correspond to geometry in front of the volume, values that exceed the
volume’s dimension along the principal viewing axis, correspond
to geometry behind the volume. All other values correspond to geometry that intersects the volume. Figure 1 illustrates the use of the
inverse warp transformation for combining volume and geometry
rendering.

A PPLICATIONS

4.1 Hybrid Volume Rendering
Concurrent display of intersecting volume data and polygons is often desired in virtual environments. It allows to display augmentations, markers or labels located next to structures of special interest
within the volume, enabling the user to perceive this information in
the correct context. Virtual objects aligned with real-world props
can be used to provide a three-dimensional interface [3]. Using the
inverse warp transformation, hybrid volume rendering can be easily
implemented.
All geometry is rendered first, then the Z-Buffer is read out and
is inversely warped. During the volume rendering algorithm, rays
intersecting geometry are terminated. A test has to be performed
at every sampling location, comparing the current slice index with
the inversely warped Z-Buffer. If the value is equal or higher than
the current slice index, no more compositing has to be performed
for the corresponding intermediate image pixel - the ray can be terminated. When runlength-encoding of the intermediate image is
used, as proposed by Lacroute [5], runs of voxels only contributing
to already terminated rays can be efficiently skipped.
Listing 3 gives the pseudo-code for the hybrid shear-warp algorithm. Note that the only change that is required (depicted in
boldface), is a simple lookup in the inversely warped Z-Buffer.
This technique can be applied to any existing implementation of
the shear-warp algorithm.
The advantage of this approach is that no information about the
geometry, apart from the Z-Buffer, is needed within the volume
rendering algorithm. This allows hybrid volume rendering to be
integrated very easily into existing geometry-based systems, such
as virtual or augmented reality environments. The only constraint
is, that the volume has to be rendered after the geometry, since the
algorithm needs the information stored in the Z-Buffer.
We have successfully integrated our hybrid approach into the Visualization Toolkit (VTK), a data-flow based visualization library
and Studierstube [11], a collaborative augmented reality environment based on Open Inventor. An example image of hybrid shearwarp volume rendering can been seen in Figure 2. It displays a

// Input:
//
// Output:

volume
depthmap
final

(volume data)
(inv. warped Z-Buffer)
(final image)

for k = [0 .. volume.dimensions.z - 1]
{
for j = [0 .. volume.dimensions.y - 1]
{
for i = [0 .. volume.dimensions.x - 1]
{
[u,v] = Shear(i,j,k)
[i,j,u,v] = Skip(i,j,u,v)
if (depthmap[u][v] >= k)
Terminate(intermediate[u][v])
else
{
Composite(intermediate[u][v],
volume.data[i][j][k])
if (intermediate[u][v].opacity >= 1.0)
Terminate(intermediate[u][v])
}
}
}

Figure 3: An example of volume clipping

}
Warp(final,intermediate);

[u,v] = Shear(i,j,k)
[i,j,u,v] = Skip(i,j,u,v)

Listing 3: Hybrid shear-warp algorithm

if (depthmap_front[u][v] < k ||
depthmap_back[u][v] > k)
CompositeNormal(intermediate[u][v],
volume.data[i][j][k])
else
CompositeClipped(intermediate[u][v],
volume.data[i][j][k])

[u,v] = Shear(i,j,k)
[i,j,u,v] = Skip(i,j,u,v)
if (depthmap_front[u][v] < k ||
depthmap_back[u][v] > k)
{
Composite(intermediate[u][v],
volume.data[i][j][k])
if (intermediate[u][v].opacity >= 1.0)
Terminate(intermediate[u][v])

if (intermediate[u][v].opacity >= 1.0)
Terminate(intermediate[u][v])

Listing 5: Innermost loop of a focus+context shear-warp algorithm

}

Listing 4: Innermost loop of a shear-warp algorithm supporting
clipping regions

volume rendered daisy pollen granule (acquired by laser scanning
confocal microscopy), intersected by a polygonal cone.

4.2 Volume Clipping
As presented by Weiskopf et al [16], volume clipping for convex clipping regions can be implemented by testing against the ZBuffers established by rendering both, front faces and back faces
separately. Sampling locations that lie within the clipping region
are simply skipped.
This concept can be used in conjunction with the inverse warp
transformation, to introduce such clipping regions to the shear-warp
algorithm (see Figure 3, which displays a MRI dataset clipped with
a polygonal box).
Listing 4 depicts the innermost loop of a shear-warp algorithm
with support for clipping regions.

4.3 Focus+Context Volume Rendering
Extending the previous approach, the concept of focus+context well
known in information visualization can be applied to volume visualization. Rather than just clipping the geometrically defined region, the render mode is adjusted inside the region. Hauser et al
introduced two-level volume rendering [2], a way to combine different render modes within a single dataset.
Using geometry to define regions of interest further extends the
use of this idea. Instead of assigning different render modes to presegmented objects within the dataset, geometric regions of interest
can be used to provide tools, such as magic lenses, that can be interactively repositioned and deformed. An example can be seen in
Figure 4, where an interactive tool allows to render parts of the data
set with different transfer functions.
Listing 5 depicts the innermost loop of a shear-warp algorithm
that supports focus+context volume rendering.

5

R ESULTS

AND

D ISCUSSION

The advantage of our approach is that it is independent of both,
volume size and geometrical complexity. The performance of the
inverse warp is proportional to the size of the volume’s projection

focus+context volume rendering. Our method is independent of
volume size and geometric complexity.
The key feature of our approach is that it allows to integrate volume rendering into existing geometry-based systems, since no information about the geometry apart from the Z-Buffer is needed.
This advantage enabled us to easily integrate our algorithm into
Studierstube, a distributed augmented reality environment.
Future work will include the development of more advanced
interaction techniques and interactive volume visualization tools
based on the approach presented in this paper.
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Figure 4: An example of focus+context volume rendering

on the image plane. Since the complexity of the operations is not
very high, its impact on performance is very low.
Our tests have shown that reading the Z-Buffer tends to be the
most critical part in terms of performance. While modern graphics
hardware has tremendous rasterization and pixel fill capabilities,
transferring data from the graphic card’s memory to the main memory is a costly operation. Especially on low-cost graphics hardware,
the so-called ”2D-path” is not optimized. This results in rather poor
performance for reading the Z-Buffer. However, our tests have
shown that mid-range graphics adapters provide sufficient performance for interactive frame-rates.
During the volume rendering algorithm itself only simple testing
operations have to be performed. To improve cache coherency, the
inversely warped z value for each pixel can be stored as an element
of the intermediate image, instead of storing it in a separate buffer.
On our test system, an AMD Athlon 600 MHz with a GeForce
4 MX graphics adapter, the Z-Buffer read and the inverse warp accounted for less than one percent of the total rendering time of an
256x256x256 dataset (the final image size was 512x512). With increasing dataset size, this percentage further reduces.
One limitation is that our method can only be used for opaque
geometry, since there is no way to restore original alpha values from
the frame buffer, after blending has been performed. While it is
possible to introduce a limited number of transparency levels, e.g.
by rendering translucent objects separately, easy integration, one of
the main features of our approach, severely suffers from this.
It has been suggested that a possible solution to this problem is
a Zlist-Buffer, which stores z and alpha values for all surfaces seen
through an image pixel [18]. If such a buffer was to be implemented
in hardware, our approach could be extended to support translucent
geometry in a straight-forward manner.

6

C ONCLUSIONS

The method we have presented allows to combine polygons and
shear-warp volume rendering by applying an inverse warp transformation to the Z-Buffer. We have presented three applications
of this technique, hybrid volume rendering, volume clipping and
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